
Candy Crush Soda Saga
A Guide For The Beginner

There are seven different candy colors in the game:  
Green, Purple, Yellow, Orange, Red, Cyan and Blue  



Special Candy Guide

The Fish which I’ve seen sometimes called the Swedish Fish.  To create this 

special candy, match 4 candies in a square of the same color. 

The Wrapped Candy is the same as in Candy Crush Saga.  To  create this special candy,  

match 5 candies in an L-shape or T-shape.  It’s an awesome explosion because it explodes 

twice, each time destroying the surrounding candy

A Striped Candy can be created by making a match of 4 horizontally or vertically.  The 
advantage to using this is that it can wipe out an entire column including obstructions.  
Make a vertical match of 4 to get a horizontal stripe.  Horizontal match makes vertical 
stripe.



The Dark Purple Candy is a new addition to the color family.  It can be very powerful when matched.   

Match 4 in a row horizontally or vertically and it will wipe out 

the entire row or column.

Make a fish pattern by matching 4 to make a square and 4 fish will start swimming around the 

board and eating 4 squares. 

Match the purple candies to make a T-Shape or L-shape and it will 

create a blast destroying a 6 x 6 area.

Make a match of five, like a colored bomb and it will clear a layer of the entire 

board.  Make a match of 6, like a coloring candy and it will make all the candies 

turn purple and that is an awesome blast! 



The Colored Bombs which really look like chocolate balls with sprinkles on it, are great 

to use.  To create this booster, match 5 straight in a row either vertical or horizontal.   

When combined with a second bomb, it clears the entire board.

A Coloring Candy can be created by making a match of 6 with a matching color candy 

next to line of 5.  This is a dynamite booster to use.  Swap it with another color and it 

changes all candies to that color.  

Candy Crush Soda Boosters



The Switch Hand Booster allows you to switch 2 side-by-side 

candies and you won’t be using a move to do it.  

The Jelly Fish Booster when activated will swim off the screen and then 3 new fish 

will appear and eat 3 squares at random.       

The Lollipop Hammer will destroy one candy or a blocker, but if the blocker has 

more than one level, it will only smash the top level.   

The Striped Lollipop Hammer will destroy a whole row both vertically and horizontally.



Soda Bottles must be popped by making a match of 3 with the same color bottle. Some levels 

require you to pop a certain number of bottles to clear the level.  Other levels, such as the levels 

with the bubble bears require you to pop the bottles to make the soda levels rise releasing the 

bear. View this Video

The Sprinkleshell Turtle – this little guy has a cyan body and a color 
bomb (chocolate ball) shell.  The object of this level is to make 
matches with the cyan candies.  You need to feed him this color and 
the more that you feed him, the energy bar underneath him fills.  
When it’s completely full, he will shake letting you know that he 
wants you to clear a color from the board.    Click on him and then 
click on a color and watch him eat all those colored candies.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EmR7jxs1afM


Types of Bears in Candy Crush Soda

The Frosting Bear is found only on frosting levels.  They are always under the frosting so 
when all the frosting on top of the bear is clear, it will then be released.  Beware because 
the higher up the levels the more bears will be hidden and they will all be various sizes from 
very tiny to very large.  But when you are down to just the one layer of frosting you will be 
able to see the green showing through making it easier to determine which frosting squares 
still need to be removed.  View the Video

Bubble Bears are found in Bubble levels. They cannot be released or destroyed.   Making 
matches or using special candies won’t help this bear either. On these bubble levels you need 
to pop the soda bottles by making a match or using special candies.  Every time you pop a 
bottle, the level of soda is increased. The object of these levels is to raise the soda levels high 
enough for the bear to rise above the candy string. View the Video

The Honey Bears are found in Honey levels. They are found under the honey combs.  They 
occupy one space on the board but beware there will be several that need to be released.   As 
you can see by this image, there are usually many layers to the honey which I will discuss later.  
View the Video

https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/candycrushsoda/images/f/f8/Frosting_bear.png/revision/latest?cb=20151119024636
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJHbjgCUOxk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YKempEIruw
https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/candycrushsoda/images/f/f8/Bear_bubble.png/revision/latest?cb=20151119024634
https://vignette.wikia.nocookie.net/candycrushsoda/images/1/12/Bear_honey.png/revision/latest?cb=20151210071635
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=US8IZO8a-Cg


Creating Combos

The Stripe and Fish combo - make a match with any color candy and the fish will turn into a striped fish.  

It’s pretty cool to see the fish look like this!  It will then land on a random square on the board and 

depending on the direction of the stripe (horizontal or vertical) it will fire off a row or column.  It works 

great if you have a blocker such as chocolate or need to pop soda bottles.

The Fish and Wrap combo makes this a pretty weird looking fish.  Make a match with any color 

wrapped candy and the fish will turn into a wrapped candy and swim to an area exploding once.  It can 

go after a blocker or soda bottles.  It can be used for difficult to get to sections of the board and can 

clear a section of 9 squares.

The Fish + Fish combo – Unlike Candy Crush where you need to make a match of 3 to move 

the fish, you only need to have two fish next to each other.  Swipe the two fish together and 

it will turn into 3 jelly fish which will clear out 3 squares.  On the honey levels the fish will 

go for the squares with bears in them.



The Stripe and Color Combo – making a match with this combination will turn all candies of 
the same stripe color into stripes clearing quite a bit of the board.  The direction of the 
stripes is random so some could be horizontal while others are vertical.  Watch the Video.

The Color bomb and Fish combo – this is an awesome match!  By making a match of these 
two, all the color candies as the fish color will all turn into fish.  They will then swim all over 
the board clearing some of the blockers (chocolate and honey) or soda bottles. Watch the 
Video.

The Color Bomb and Wrap Combo – now this one is really neat!  When you make a match of 
these two, all color candies that are the same as the wrapped candy will turn into wrapped 
candies and wow what an explosion!  They will explode twice clearing quite a bit of the board.  
Very powerful indeed and fun to watch! Watch the Video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoDBTWn1eLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylaYS4Isg0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJUtFfj9bIk


The Color Bomb and Coloring Candy Bomb – making this match will remove everything 
from the board, including the blockers.  But beware because it will also remove any special 
candies on the board too.  Watch the Video.

The Coloring Candy and Coloring Candy Combo changes the candy on the board into the color of the 

Coloring Candy. Then that turns into a a few special candies which all explode at once time.  Watch the Video.

The Color Bomb and Color Bomb combo is a very difficult match but when you can make this 
happen an entire single layer of the board will be cleared. Watch the Video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zoAo91mFX1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-UEG0C-B9nI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZGPmNuXcks


Candy Crush Soda Saga Blockers

The Licorice Lock – any type of candy can be captured by the licorice lock and they can’t be 

moved until you unlock the licorice.  You need to make matches next to it to unlock it.  It can also 

be broken by special candies or a combination of candies.

The Licorice Swirl will cover an entire square.  It is not a blocker that needs to be matched  to clear it.  
It can be moved by making a switch with another square.  Making a match next to it will clear it but 
beware that the levels containing these swirls might just drop more from the dispensers or the top of 
the board.

The Cupcake Blocker occupies one square on the board and can only be broken by making a 
match of candies next to it or using the special candies.  It comes in many layers.  They are 
stationary and can’t be moved.  There are 5 types of cupcakes layering one to five layers.  So, the 
more layers that are on top of the cupcake the more times you will have to make the matches 
next to it.



The Chocolate Blocker seems to be the most hated blocker on all the Candy Crush games.  You need 
to make a match of 3 candies next to it and if you can’t find that match then the chocolate will begin 
to multiply.  You can also use the special candies to clear them.    If you are a chocolate lover, I have a 
feeling that you are going to start hating this candy!

The White Chocolate Blocker is a new blocker.  Unlike the chocolate blocker 
that grows one square at a time, the white chocolate grows two squares 
with each move.   You also must make a match next to it to clear it.

The Honey Blocker is no different than the other blockers because it can be 
broken by making a match next to it.  A single layer of honey requires just 
one hit; however, you will see up to 6 layers of honey in some levels.  That 
would require you making a hit for each layer.  You can also use the special 
candies to destroy them and once you break through the bottom layer you 
will have released the honey bear.



The Bubble Gum Blocker – and you thought that you liked bubblegum, right?  After trying 
this blocker, you might change your mind.  It grows the same as the chocolate blocker so if 
you don’t destroy at least one square of it, it will expand to another square.  Unlike the 
chocolate that covers up the candy, you can still see the candy and be able to match it.   To 
clear this blocker, you must make a match of 3 of the same candy color and the candy under 
the bubblegum can be a part of the match. 

The Candy Ice Cube Blocker is a stationary blocker that takes up one space.  You 
can break it by making a match next to it or with any of the special candies.  It 
has the same concept as the honey blocker because it is also layered.  It has 6 
layers of ice.  It also requires you to make a hit for each layer. 

The Jelly Cake Blocker occupies a 2 x 2 square on the board.  It can take up to 8 hits 
by making matches next to it.  Each time the cake takes a hit one of the colored slices 
disappears.  When all have disappeared, it will explode and clear the board.  This is 
just like the Color Bomb and Color Bomb Combo.  Watch the Video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2e8uWZju1mE


The Licorice Link Blocker must be hit four times to destroy it.  You 
must make a match next to it.  Once you hit the final level the entire 
chain will be destroyed.

The Peppermint Stick Blocker – depending on the length of the stick it can take anywhere from 4 hits to 9 hits.  Same as 
all the other blockers you need to make a match next to it.  Once the peppermint stick is fill it will explodes candies to all 
sides of it including the top and bottom.  



Candy Crush Soda Saga Features

Memories is a fairly new feature in this game. Unfortunately, there are no treats or rewards offered currently.  

Perhaps in the future it might change.  To get a piece of the puzzle you must finish a level in 3 attempts.  After 
completing the level, you will be given a memory piece (puzzle).  To view a list of the memories, click on the camera 
icon.

Quest helps you collect more boosters.  There are different quests and you can view them by clicking on the quest 

icon (second icon down).  You must complete the quests as specified.  Once you’ve completed all the quests for a 
specific area click on “Claim Reward” and the boosters will be added.  You also have the option of skipping the quest.

Overview gives you an overview of each episode and how many stars you obtained.  When you see the lock that 

means that you haven’t gotten to that episode yet.  

Memories Quest Overview

Below are some of the features offered in this game



Candy Crush Soda Saga Events/Contests

The Fishing tournament requires you to make a match of 4 of the same color in a 
square.  Collect all that you can to win this tournament. Failure to win the level 
results in you losing all the fish that you collected. Best levels to collect the fish for 
this tournament can be seen Here.

Rainbow Road requires you to clear a level the first time and the event will 
start.  Click on the green button and below that button you can see what 
will be added to your game. Continue to clear each level the first time and 
more boosters will be added to your game at start up.  Lose a level and it 
ends.

Bubblegum Hill requires you to clear all 5 levels on 
the first try.  You can read more about it Here.

https://care.king.com/en/candy-crush-saga/what-is-the-best-level-to-play-to-get-fishes-for-the-fishing-tournament
http://candycrushsoda.wikia.com/wiki/File:NEW_-_Candy_Crush_Soda_Saga_Bubblegum_Hill_(All_5_Levels_Sep._3rd)


The Striped Candy Contest requires you to collect striped candies.  Match 4 of the same 
color candies in a row to create a striped candy.   Try to collect as many striped candies 
as you can, but if you fail to complete the level the stripes are gone! 

The Star Chaser Contest requires you to collect stars to participate the 
event.  The better that you do on a level, the more stars you will collect.



Rocket Race – join one of 4 teams and start to collect green candies.  The 
team that collects the most within a certain time frame will be awarded a free 
booster.

Treasure Hunt – clear the level prior to the gift box and then 
the box will open and reveal your booster.



Visit my Candy Crush Tips, Tricks and 
Candy Treats  Website

Check out the social media

https://twitter.com/elanger95
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ElsaCandyCrush/posts/?ref=page_internal
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/109879717663166454022
https://elsalanger.net/

